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Abstract 
It is indeed difficult to trace a single reason with certainty which must have led to the birth of many divergent views of an early 
period of Indian Philosophy. However the fact that there had been many well-defined systems cannot be denied. Somehow the 
early Indian philosophers generally speaking were not very keen on deviating from the set traditional beliefs and fancies thereof 
drawn from religiosity. This might have psychologically landed them into a comfortable zone of complacency and further 
encouraged to hold on to the hangover of the past. To defend this attitude it has been claimed by many outstanding Indian 
Philosophers that Philosophy in India is essentially spiritual and it always aims beyond logic. What truly needed now is the 
emergence of a purely philosophical thought or clubbing of thoughts that can have an exclusive status. By departing from the 
religious sentiment and coming out with a pragmatic approach it would prove to be guidance for the coming generations. Failing 
this, philosophical outlook in India might reduce merely to a sort of representation of one’s own religious upbringing or training. 
A line of demarcation between religion and philosophy is more of necessity than presenting them together as found in the early 
period. 
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The Problem 
A cursory look into the development of Indian Philosophy particularly in ancient times would indicate that its 
survey is extremely difficult for any historian. This is much owing to its typical nature unlike in European 
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Philosophy where new thinkers always came out with new ideas or isms, criticizing sometimes wholly or partially, 
causing radical changes in the then extant philosophies. As a sharp contrast in Indian Philosophy, though new 
viewpoints were presented yet their inspirational source remained same. They did not sound to be totally with a 
fresh thought. This had been a peculiar Indian psyche wherein criticizing the past was not a tolerable proposition. 
On the other hand most of the times the thinkers took pride in getting connected to the original perspectives. In this 
regard it is sometimes claimed (Dasgupta, 1995, p.5) that this tendency gave a progressive coherence to the 
philosophical views and as such, what Indian Philosophy might have lost in variety was compensated by the 
intensity it gained. Therefore as a mark of reverence towards teachers nothing was altered and handed over as it is to 
the coming generations. In addition to this there might have been the domination of the socio-economic factors 
which did not show marked changes and therefore the influence continued almost in a steady manner. In brief there 
was no sign of possibility of an abrupt change or introduction of any innovative idea as such. If we analyze some of 
the recognized schools or systems of Indian Philosophy, we do realize that the pragmatic shade is conspicuously 
missing. Therefore utilizing a philosophy as a living philosophy to solve mundane problems becomes increasingly 
difficult.  
Various Systems  
There had been many philosophical systems but the major ones which have been always referred to are about a 
dozen starting from Materialism and then ending with Vedanta. While tracing the roots of these systems one has to 
depend on the works called “Sutras” which are mostly memory based. They contain sentences which for a common 
man may be beyond the level of comprehension. Further, the development progressed but resulted merely in 
providing explanation to these works which are looked upon as commentaries. According to Stcherbatsky, “Some of 
these Sutras display a remarkable knowledge of each other. To judge from the whole tone… they must be the 
productions of one and the same literary epoch.” (Stcherbatsky apud. Chattopadhyay, 1986, p.4). 
 Despite the number of systems like Materialism, later Buddhistic schools, Nyaya-Vaisesika, Samkhya Yoga, 
Purva Mimansa, Vedanta, Advaita, Dvaita, Visistadvaita that emerged, fortunately they co-existed and never 
demanded dismissal of the preceding. This was indeed remarkable although there was an insufficient emancipation 
of the philosophical thought it could be connected to “the religious credulities, mythological imagination and even 
the belief in ritual practices.” (Chattopadhyay, 1986, p.6) This clearly indicates that the propounders of Indian 
Philosophy were never keen on getting released from the old unchecked beliefs, systems or one may say the fancies. 
On the other hand they maintained a platform even to accommodate the variety for a co-existence. However those 
falling under the class of materialism (lokayatas) somehow tried to remain exception to this. They did not take into 
consideration the sentiments or myth making practice. On the other hand they put the knowledge gained to the test 
of practical validity. 
However to know deviations let us consider a chosen few schools. In case of Samkhya philosophy there is an 
attempt to trace the first cause of the world. It flatly refused the very existence of God. Instead of encouraging the 
psycho-mystic imagination, it has strictly adopted the rationalistic approach suitable to the scientific argument 
regarding the existence and further control of the God. Therefore it came down to put effect as the modification of 
cause. It got the support from the everyday observations. In brief it emphasized on the implicit and explicit states of 
the same entity. Samkhya philosophy goes with the triad of exhibiting qualities of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas i.e. 
Lightness, Movement and Heaviness. Therefore in the process of evolution stages like Mind, Five sense–organs, 
Five motor–organs and Five subtle elements are recommended and suggested that the eternal matter is never at rest. 
Early Buddhism influenced by the colossal social upheavals of the age summed up Buddha’s own teachings 
explaining in detail the miseries of the world. We have the four Noble Truths viz., everything relates to suffering, 
suffering has a cause, it could be extinguished and lastly there is a path leading to this extinction. This path is 
popularly known as the eight-fold path, whose basis is righteousness. Having declared the world filled with miseries 
that are intolerable, Buddha could not believe in God because he was too realistic. For him the conventional 
methods and consolations thereof are merely aggravations of further more sufferings. According to him there is no 
effective remedy as commonly recommended through prayers and sacrifices. 
The systems Nyaya & Vaisesika had been so closely knitted that they are referred to a single system only and 
therefore known by the joint name Nyaya – Vaisesika. Stcherbatsky (Chattopadhyay, 1986, p.163) suggests that the 
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Nyaya philosophy originated from the studies in the methodology of public debate which was widespread in the 
country from considerable antiquity. It was erected thoroughly relying on Public debate. Therefore, it was reality 
drawn out of experience owing to which ‘Truth’ derived could not be suspected or read as the result of conjectures. 
However for the public debate there had been a set of principles. There was indeed sophistication in refuting an 
argument and at the point of defeat acceptance with dignity. Mostly ethical concepts were discussed at length and 
methods of elimination of sufferings were given due regard. In brief the postulate presented and given maximum 
importance was that knowledge points to an object beyond it and therefore always retains independent position. 
The Present Scene 
Philosophy in India occupies a place which resonates between scientific viewpoint in few aspects and the rest 
finding complacency in theological expressions. Therefore, it has extended vistas that have no defined boundaries 
even in speculations. At the same time there are certain schools of thought which thoroughly rely on scientific 
assumptions owing to which they are quite systematic. Just as Bertrand Russel in the History of Philosophy says that 
there is No Man’s land between Theology and Science, Indian philosophy has encompassed this space. No doubt 
due to variety there are innate contradictions. Mostly for an onlooker it is the ritualistic part which poses to be true 
representation of the genre of the philosophy. It is not supposed to be questioned because it has the mask of 
spirituality. There is a strong monochromatized ray of thought stemming out of religiosity. For instance, in ancient 
times where Upanishads adhere to purely monism but as a contrast now worship is extended to umpteen Gods and 
Godesses. In brief there are clearly two divergent currents in Indian Philosophy. One of them finds its source and 
inspiration in the Vedas while the other is absolutely independent of it. Therefore many a time this broad 
classification is referred to orthodox and heterodox respectively. These terms may be viewed as relative terms. In 
general Indian Philosophy is “Pessimistic and Realistic.” (Hiriyanna, 2005, p.5) In this context one can refer to 
Arthur Schopenhauer’s “The World as Will and Idea” wherein he concludes that Indian Vedas and Puranas 
emphasize on equating the material world to the web of maya (illusion) and that’s the reason why he thinks that life 
is a projection of the Will (Hiriyanna, 2005, p.17). 
Conclusion 
Ultimately the more we delve into the details one would find traces of all behavioural sciences in Indian 
philosophy and therefore it would not be free from contradictions. Having understood the fact that religion and 
philosophy do not stand sundered in India it is better to accept the fact that there is a line of demarcation in the 
systems but the systems do not mean to have a divorce. However, what is required out of such an inexhaustive 
literature is an application of the same through Pragmatism. It would be more beneficial if it accepts the axis of 
practicability failing which it may remain only theoretically very sound. Indian Philosophy is not free from 
paradoxes and contradictions. But in order to make it relevant to the present social context it has to play an 
important role in ending strife by helping the mass to bring about equanimity and realize realities. The main object 
should be to project reality, point out misconceptions and shows ‘Philosophy is a science and is secular.’ 
(Ananthacharya 1999, p-1) Its application is not pre-conditioned by socio-geographical limitations. Therefore 
religion might hold on to sentiments but philosophy has to be objective and rational. Thought and consciousness in 
view of Engels are products of the human brain. The truth is bound to be plain but with enthusiasm or eagerness. 
Indian Philosophers have, to a certain marginal percentage either masked it or distorted. Therefore it goes without 
dispute that only a few schools in Indian Philosophy like Samkhya Yoga and Nyaya-Vaisesika have managed the 
scientific base throughout but could not outgrow the age-old superstition about the soul and its liberation 
(Chattopadhyay, 1986, p.184). It is therefore necessary in the present age to go in for an impartial examination of 
the schools of materialism and Atheism too, to draw the Truth and make it an utility for the mass. 
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